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Summary
It is an increasingly accepted reality that the transition to net-zero affects specific parts of
the economy and the profitability of related financed activities. This exposes the financial
sector to so-called ‘transition risks’.
Changes in policy, technology and consumer preferences related to action to mitigate emissions
will alter the future expected cash flows of relevant carbon-intensive assets. In some scenarios,
this may result in a sudden revaluation of assets and cause financial risks to materialise.
Therefore, it will become necessary to reduce the exposure of the financial sector to these
transition risks by building resilience.
Sectoral analysis of companies within transition-sensitive industries suggests there is
misalignment between (non-financial) companies and climate policy targets. Moreover,
there are indications that companies are delaying their mitigation action until after 2040.
The analysis conducted in this report using the Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI) tool indicates
that globally, 62% of 292 companies in transition-sensitive sectors are not aligned with the Paris
Agreement temperature targets. Thirty-six per cent of the assessed companies are planning to
align to climate policy target pathways only after 2040, leaving them exposed to near-term
transition risk. The risk from the real economy will spill over into the financial sector, creating risks
for banks and other financial institutions.
From a macroeconomic perspective, there is a strong argument that the global economy is
heading for a disorderly transition to net-zero, which will exacerbate transition risks in the
long term.
The global economy requires a 12.9% or 8.1% average annual reduction in carbon intensity until
2050 to meet targets of limiting warming to 1.5 or 2°C, respectively, according to PwC. Moreover,
the UN Environment Programme finds that the updated climate pledges by countries for 2030 will
amount to a 7.5% reduction in emissions, far short of the 30% cut needed for 2°C and 55% cut
for 1.5°C. Consequently, drastic and imminent changes to policy are required to meet the current
climate policy targets, which could in turn lead to significant policy-induced transition risk.
There is a role for financial policy in mitigating the risks from climate change. Central banks
and financial supervisors, including the Bank of England, are ultimately responsible for
ensuring the financial resilience of individual banks and the financial sector.
The Bank of England’s remit changed in March 2021 to explicitly include climate change in both its
Monetary and Financial Policy mandates. However, despite acknowledging the necessity for
action, the Bank of England is yet to incorporate climate risks explicitly and directly into
prudential requirements.
One instrument in the Bank of England’s toolbox is the ‘Large Exposures limit’, which could
be recalibrated to capture these transition risks.
The current regulation places limits on banks’ exposures over 25% of their eligible capital to
individual counterparties. The regulation could be adjusted to measure the transition risk
component in banks’ largest exposures. Exposure limits to certain economic sectors could be set
by the Bank of England to incorporate the risk into the prudential regime.
This report proposes a ‘transition-aligned Large Exposures framework’ for the Bank of
England that would introduce a ‘soft’ limit to individual banks, based on their largest
exposures to transition-sensitive sectors.
As part of this approach, the Bank of England would map and assess commercial banks’ large
exposures to transition-sensitive sectors. A ‘soft limit’ of 25% of eligible capital for aggregate
large exposures to relevant economic sectors could be introduced. If breached, banks would be
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required to undergo a pre-defined climate-related disclosure process. The disclosure is focused on
the climate mitigation strategies of underlying (non-financial) companies in banks’ portfolio
exposure as well as their risk management and governance processes on climate risk.
The proposal is written with specific reference to the Bank of England and the Prudential
Regulation Authority rulebook but the identified risks and policy challenges, as well as the policy
proposal itself, are applicable beyond the Bank; the analysis is therefore highly relevant for other
central banks and financial supervisors, too.

Next steps and recommendations
Based on the discussion of the relevant transition risk factors in this report, the following
recommendations and next steps emerge:
1.

The Bank of England should assess banks’ large exposures to transition-sensitive sectors
and explore the climate policy alignment of the underlying counterparties. The Bank of
England should conduct an assessment based on banks’ large exposures reporting to
measure the size of potential transition risks and create an evidence base to explore further
policy action.

2.

The costs of the transition for underlying companies needs to be understood, to assess
the policy impact. Underlying companies will incur costs from transitioning, which will vary
depending on the sector, and may cause policy-induced transition risk.

3.

The Bank of England should examine the exposure to transition-sensitive sectors in
banks’ exposures that are not defined as large. This would explore whether substantial
transition risk is present elsewhere in banks’ portfolios and confirm if further prudential
action beyond Large Exposure restrictions is needed to mitigate transition risks.

The proposed transition-aligned Large Exposures framework would necessitate several calibration
adjustments of the Large Exposures regime:
•

Increase the understanding of climate-related risks to the real economy among sectorspecific experts to enable the targeted recalibration of prudential measures. Transition
risk poses a threat to financial stability; it will originate in the real economy and spill over
into the financial sector. Therefore, sector-specific expertise is necessary within the Bank of
England to gain a holistic understanding of these risks and the best avenues through which
to mitigate them.

•

Increase the required granularity of current sectoral reporting within the Large
Exposures framework. The use of 4-digit NACE codes is necessary for the accurate
identification of exposures to transition-sensitive sectors. The reporting of NACE codes
needs to be changed within the Large Exposures framework to require banks to submit a
NACE code for each large exposure reported.

•

Ensure there are consequences for inadequate disclosure or risk management of banks’
climate-related large exposures. Three supervisory powers could be utilised:
i.

A climate risk awareness course could be required for senior management from the
bank to attend. This tool could be most appropriate initially for banks with inadequate
disclosure, to help address a potential knowledge gap.

ii.

Supervisors could request changes within the senior management structure,
composition of the board or require hiring of senior management with existing climate
knowledge; and/or impose limits on the capital distributions of dividends. Such action
could be envisaged for banks with repeated inadequate management of their climaterelated exposures.

iii.

Supervisors could impose a capital surcharge for consistent inadequate management
and disclosure of climate-related risks. This avenue would focus more on the bank’s
risk management practices, which suits the overall framing of the policy.
2

1. Introduction
Scientific reports have provided ample evidence for the physical risks of environmental
degradation and climate change as well as the necessary urgency for mitigating policy action.
The 2021 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is a ‘code red’ for
humanity to take drastic action to address climate change. The report reveals how perilously close
to 1.5°C of warming the planet is, with imminent risk of hitting this threshold in the near term
(IPCC, 2021). Policy action to respond to and mitigate the most severe impacts will inevitably
substantially impact economies and all economic sectors, as carbon-intensive activities will have
to be phased out or replaced with low-carbon alternatives.

Implications for the UK financial sector and the Bank of England
The UK’s independent advisory body on climate, the Climate Change Committee, highlights the
shortfall in efforts to adapt to climate change for the level of climate risk posed in the UK (CCC,
2021a), stressing that climate policy needs to be rolled out much more quickly than is currently
happening (CCC, 2021b).
Climate change policies will have substantial impacts on the UK financial sector. According to a
joint report by WWF and Greenpeace (2021), UK financial institutions have exposure to companies
responsible for 1.8 times the UK’s domestically produced emissions (805 million tonnes of CO2
equivalent). Consequently, a low-carbon transition will adversely impact the expected future cash
flow of certain financed activities and expose the financial sector to significant risks. Therefore,
there is a strong and urgent need to build resilience in the financial sector to identify, assess and
mitigate these risks. In examining the potentially significant transition risk present in
transition-sensitive sectors, the first aim of this report is to establish a firm basis for central
bank supervisory action.
In the UK, the Bank of England is ultimately responsible for the stability of the financial sector,
achieved through ensuring the resilience of individual banks. The implications of climate-related
financial risks for financial stability have been widely acknowledged by Governors and senior
officials at the Bank (Carney, 2015; Breeden, 2021; Bailey, 2021). However, despite recognising the
necessity for action (Prudential Regulation Authority [PRA], 2021a), the BoE is yet to fully
incorporate climate risks into the prudential regime.
The adoption of a long-term risk horizon is crucial for preventing a rapid adjustment in asset
prices and a so-called ‘climate Minsky moment’, which has been coined in this context by Breeden
and Hauser (2019). While Hyman Minsky theorised a cyclical boom and bust cycle with tipping
points that occur when speculative activity becomes extremely unstable, leading to rapid price
deflation (Minsky, 1988; 1992), it is important to stress that these tend to occur in blind spots in
the regulatory framework where risks are not yet recognised, identified or mitigated. A future
potential ‘Minsky moment’ could take place as a result of climate risk.
This report focuses on the Bank of England because of the Bank’s remit, and this is reflected
in the terminology used throughout. However, the challenges highlighted, as well as the
policy proposed in Section 4, are highly relevant to other central banks and financial
supervisors around the world, too.
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Box 1. Climate change and the role of the Bank of England
First and foremost, climate change is relevant for central banks’ price stability mandates, due
to its potential impact on supply chains and the overall price level (Villeroy de Galhau, 2021).
Further implications can be addressed by central banks under two distinct approaches: first,
the risk-based approach, which focuses on increasing banks’ resilience to climate risks and
ensuring financial stability; and second, the promotional approach, under which some
central banks support the scaling-up of green finance by positively supporting finance for
green sectors and a low-carbon transition as part of their secondary mandates (Berenguer et
al., 2020; Dikau and Volz, 2021; Baer et al., 2021).
The role of any central bank is determined by its mandate, which differs in scope between
central banks. The Bank of England’s mandate is split between the Monetary Policy
Committee and the Financial Policy Committee (MPC and FPC). The MPC is concerned with
maintaining the inflation rate target and price stability, while the FPC concentrates on the
stability of the UK’s financial sector.
The FPC’s current remit states that the risks from climate change are relevant to the primary
objective of the Committee, which is ensuring financial stability (HM Treasury, 2021a). The
FPC remit aligns with the risk-based approach to climate change action; therefore, any
prudential measures should be grounded in risk. This report focuses on this primary, riskbased approach to climate change and central bank action.
The latest MPC remit update, detailed in the Bank of England’s March 2021 MPC Remit Letter,
explicitly includes the ‘net-zero transition’ as a government priority (HM Treasury, 2021b). The
implied relevance of the scaling up of green finance prompted an immediate response from
the Bank, signalling action to adjust the Corporate Bond Purchase Scheme (CBPS) “to
account for the climate impact of the issuers of the bonds” (Bank of England, 2021).

Challenges to central bank action on climate
Despite the acknowledgement of the risks, there are several challenges hindering further central
bank action globally, including for the Bank of England:
•

A lack of data on climate-related risks severely reduces the ability of banks and
supervisors to understand and measure those risks (NGFS, 2021a). While data availability
on physical risks has greatly advanced (de Guindos, 2021), there is still limited progress
being made on the disclosure of financial institutions’ exposures (ECB, 2020), and that
data is key to understanding transition risks.

•

The unique characteristics of net-zero transition risks and physical climate risks, namely
that they are forward-looking, non-linear, endogenous and deeply uncertain, currently
make it difficult to fully capture climate impacts in quantitative terms. This inhibits
supervisors’ ability to incorporate climate-related risks into prudential frameworks and
attach a financial measure of climate risk to individual exposures (Bolton et al., 2020;
Chenet et al., 2021). Additionally, the endogeneity of these risks contribute to their
uncertainty as the extent of their materialisation is reliant on the actions or inaction of
policymakers.

•

There are significant intra-industry differences in transition risk. Exposures to transition
risk are expected to vary between different economic sectors (Breeden, 2021), but also
between non-financial companies (Schoenmaker et al., 2015). Therefore, as argued in this
report, the calibration of transition risk-sensitive prudential policy would need to be
conducted at the corporate or asset level.
4

This report’s second aim is to propose a policy change to adequately identify and mitigate
the transition risk, overcoming the challenges introduced above. As such, the report develops
a policy proposal that suitably incorporates climate-related transition risk into the prudential
regime for Bank of England supervisors.

Outline of the report
The report is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 discusses the relevant climate-related financial risks and challenges of the netzero transition for all bank supervisors.

•

Section 3 introduces assessment methodologies and approaches for the transition to a
net-zero economy and conducts an example sectoral risk assessment exercise, building on
the understanding of how central banks and supervisors could create the analytical
evidence base.

•

Section 4 introduces the Large Exposures regulation and outlines the proposed policy
design of a ‘transition-aligned Large Exposures framework’ for the Bank of England.

•

Section 5 examines implications and challenges of implementing the policy proposed in
Section 4.

•

Finally, Section 6 summarises and outlines policy recommendations.
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2. The financial risks and challenges of the
net-zero transition
There are underlying challenges related to the unique features of different climate risks, transition
scenarios and sectoral changes. These can impede central banks’ and supervisors’ ability to
address the relevant risks through a simple adjustment of their prudential policy frameworks.
In this section the discussion focuses on risks and challenges facing the Bank of England, but the
risks and challenges also apply to other central banks and financial supervisors.

The net-zero transition as a source of financial risk
Generally, there are three distinct types of climate-related risk: physical, litigation and transition
risks. Each has its specific impacts on the real economy and the financial system (EBA, 2021a, b;
NGFS, 2021b; Monnin, 2018; PRA, 2015).
•

Physical risks are those that may materialise in both the short and long term from acute
and chronic changes in the global climate. Extreme weather events can cause unforeseen
and substantial economic shocks, including significant hits to GDP. Meanwhile,
incremental rises in average temperatures will have more predictable but still detrimental
effects on economic growth.

•

Transition risks arise from the transition to a net-zero economy and have implications for
the real economy due to misalignment between the actions of companies and the factors
driving the transition (FSB, 2020; NGFS, 2020a). Three primary drivers of transition risk are
climate policy, technological advancements, and changes in consumer preferences (Bolton
et al., 2020; Campiglio and Van der Ploeg, 2021). Transition risks manifest as financial
risks, including credit, market and operational risk (PRA, 2018; Grünewald, 2020; Bolton et
al., 2020). Beyond these, lesser-known types of transition risk can be identified, namely
‘green risks’ (Campiglio and Van der Ploeg, 2021) and transition pathway risk (Löyttyniemi,
2021). The transition pathway through which a net-zero economy is achieved heavily
determines the size and materiality of these transition risks.

•

Litigation risks can be understood as a subset of both the previous two risk types and may
arise from those who seek compensation for the suffered damage from the effects of
climate change (NGFS, 2021b) or wish to force a company or a government to take more
action (see Setzer and Higham, 2021 for an overview of recent climate litigation trends).

In this report, transition risk is the primary risk type of concern. However, while transition and
physical risks can be conceptually differentiated, they will materialise concurrently and have
interactive qualities (FSB, 2020). Therefore, any assessment of an individual type of risk ought to
consider the effect of the other type. Also, central banks need to consider physical risks and how
to integrate them into prudential standards (ECB, 2021a).
It should be noted that transition risks will not necessarily increase continuously in the future. The
distribution of transition risk drivers also has a ‘tail’, with a loss of or reduction in their impact if,
for example, climate policy weakens or loses its credibility. However, for this report the
assumption is made that the impact potential of these transition drivers will strengthen in the
future, and the policy is proposed under this assumption.
Credit, market and operational risks and stranded assets
Changes in the drivers of the net-zero transition may damage borrowers’ ability to repay their
debts and depreciate the assets used for collateral. The reduced ability to repay debts due to
decreased revenue or increased costs relates to the first main effect on (non-financial)
companies, the flow effect (Campiglio and Van der Ploeg, 2021), and the change in valuation
6

of assets present on companies’ balance sheets represents the second main effect, the stock
effect (ibid.).
Financial portfolios that are not aligned with expected climate change mitigation pathways are
expected to be substantially affected in the future by individual defaults and system-wide
adjustments. Furthermore, changes in the three primary drivers of transition risk can alter the
expected future cash flow from productive assets (Pointner et al., 2019), which reduces their
profitability and can create ‘stranded assets’. Research has found that a third of global oil
reserves, half of gas reserves, and 80% of current coal reserves need to remain unused for the
world to have a 50% chance of keeping warming below 2°C (McGlade and Ekins, 2015). Sudden
revaluations may trigger fire sales of carbon-intensive assets, inducing stranded assets. Thus,
transition risk will affect the banking sector from a micro- and macroprudential perspective, with
individual banks facing defaulting counterparties and potential market revaluations that impact
the entire financial system.
Operational risk arises from increased pricing of inputs such as energy, water and insurance (PRA,
2018), and can increase the overall operating costs for financial and non-financial companies.
Additionally, inadequate understanding of climate risk within the senior management or
governance structure of a bank may lead to operational risk.
Green risk and transition pathway risk
Green risk and transition pathway risk are two lesser cited potential risks resulting from transition
risk. Green risks are risks that specifically affect typically ‘green’ sectors and technologies. They
may originate from two sources, ‘classical’ and ‘climate-related’. The former concerns macrofinancial disruptions that originate from the overvaluation of green assets, and the latter regards
risks that arise from the transition, affecting typically green sectors. For example, low-carbon
technologies and sectors rely heavily on critical minerals, the extraction and production of which
are highly concentrated, vulnerable to demand and supply risks, and may also create financial
risks during the transition (IEA, 2021a; Dees et al., forthcoming) (see also Appendix).
Transition pathway risk emerges from certain moves made during the net-zero transition that
have negative consequences (Löyttyniemi, 2021). This includes making abrupt changes or
reversals in policy, and the creation of ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ through technological advancements,
among other examples (see Appendix).
There is a need to implement prudential policy to mitigate transition risks in the financial sector.
In this context, the divergence between the social discount rate and the private discount rate 1 has
implications for policymakers (IPCC, 2007). The lower, ‘social’, discount rate used by policymakers
encourages stronger mitigation action earlier but comes at a greater upfront economic cost. The
private corporate discount rate is higher, and therefore incentivises companies to delay action (as
the analysis in Section 3 demonstrates). This creates a misalignment between policymakers and
private market participants, which leads to the potential materialisation of transition risks. The
transmission of transition risks through the real economy and into the financial sector is visualised
in Figure 1. The transition drivers will apply pressure on companies, creating risks for companies
and assets that are not aligned to the trajectory of these transition drivers. Subsequently,
financial institutions may suffer the consequences of these risks materialising through increased
default rates and revisions to asset values.

1

Social discount rates (SDRs) are used to put a present value on costs and benefits that will occur at a later date. In the context of
climate change policymaking, they calculate how much guarding against future carbon emissions is worth to us now, weighing up
the benefits future generations would experience against the costs that today’s society would have to bear. SDRs can be used to
determine how much today’s society should invest in trying to limit the impacts of climate change in the future.
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Figure 1. A stylised transmission channel of climate transition risks
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Source: Authors

Data gaps, risk complexities and intra-industry differences
For bank supervisors seeking to take further action on climate risk there are several challenges
that can impede efforts to integrate these risks into prudential standards. The policy presented in
Section 4 attempts to overcome these challenges and satisfactorily incorporate transition risk into
capital regulation from a risk-based approach.
First, there are significant gaps in the data on climate-related risks (NGFS, 2021a). This is
particularly the case for forward-looking data, such as emissions pathways and companies’
transition targets (ibid.), which are crucial pieces of information for assessing transition risks. The
lack of data severely reduces the ability of banks and supervisors to understand, size and address
relevant climate risks.
Second, due to the characteristics of climate risk, it is currently not possible to fully capture the
impacts in quantitative terms. Therefore, the need to employ supplementary qualitative
assessment approaches has been suggested (Chenet et al., 2021; NGFS, 2020a; Le Quang and
Scialom, 2021). The inability to fully capture climate risk in quantitative terms hinders the ability
of supervisors to integrate climate risk into certain capital requirements. Risk-weights, for
example, are currently set using a purely quantitative measure of risk. However, it has been
argued that the deep uncertainty presented by climate change requires qualitative supervisory
judgement where quantitative risk measures cannot be derived (Chenet et al., 2021; Kay and
King, 2020). Moreover, the long time horizon over which climate risks may materialise means that
the current supervision horizon – assessing on an annual or three-to-five-year basis – does not
fully capture these risks (PRA, 2021a, 2021b).
Third, the levels of transition risk differ between industries, based on their level of emissions prior
to the start of the transition, but there are also significant intra-industry differences in exposure
to transition risk (Schoenmaker et al., 2015). Therefore, to correctly size and adequately integrate
the relevant transition risks into prudential standards, assessments would have to be conducted
on an individual corporate basis, as opposed to a sector-level or economic activity basis.
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3. Assessing and identifying relevant
transition risks
To overcome the challenges described in the previous section, different methodological
approaches have been developed that can aid central banks and supervisors in mapping different
future transition pathways and to identify transition-relevant economic sectors and activities. This
is a necessary step for the incorporation of transition risks into prudential frameworks such as the
Bank of England’s Large Exposures Regime. 2 Transition risks have implications for all central banks
and financial supervisors, and therefore all central banks must start to assess these risks.

Mapping the future: different scenarios for a net-zero transition
The analysis of the economic and financial impacts of climate change is subject to considerable
uncertainty. Understanding how best to manage future climate-related risks requires a forwardlooking approach. Scenario analysis has emerged as a leading tool to assess risks under a range of
different possible future pathways. Focusing on several plausible outcomes, the Central Banks and
Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) has developed four main transition
scenario narratives, created from its scenario framework:
•

Orderly scenario: Results from early, ambitious action to a net-zero CO2 emissions
economy.

•

Disorderly scenario: Results from action that is delayed or divergent, disruptive, sudden
and/or unanticipated.

•

Hot house world scenario: Results from limited action, leading to significant global
warming and strongly increased exposure to physical risks as a result.

•

Too little, too late scenario: Results from a late transition that would fail to contain the
physical risks. While this narrative has not been detailed in full, worse physical risk
outcomes than in the disorderly scenario might be expected.

High

Figure 2. NGFS scenarios framework

Low

Transition risks
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Orderly
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2

Too little, too
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Source: Recreated from NGFS (2020c)

The Bank of England states: “An exposure is considered a large exposure if it is equal to or higher than 10% of a bank’s eligible
capital” (Chapman et al., 2020). In the EU framework, large exposure sits on top of the credit risk regime (CRR), and stands at 25%
of eligible capital, requiring that “institutions shall have sound administrative and accounting procedures and adequate internal
control mechanisms for the purposes of identifying, managing, monitoring, reporting and recording all large exposures and any
subsequent changes to them, in accordance with the CRR” (EBA, 1994, 2021a, b).
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The characteristics and financial impacts of transition risk are highly dependent on the transition
pathway scenario. A sudden and disorderly transition scenario may exacerbate transition risk and
could affect banks’ exposure to systemic risk (Nieto, 2019; Giuzio, 2019; ESRB, 2016). In 2016 the
European Systemic Risk Board acknowledged that a late and sudden transition is a plausible
scenario based on current targets and pledges (ESRB, 2016). Extrapolating from current targets
and pledges, this scenario has moved from being a possibility to a likelihood.
The IPCC’s recent report states that the remaining carbon budget for a 67% chance of limiting
global warming to 1.5°C is 400 gigatonnes (Gt) of CO2 (IPCC, 2021). Current global annual CO2
emissions are slightly above 40Gt (ibid.); continuing at that level, there would be less than 10
years until the remaining carbon budget was exceeded. An average annual reduction in carbon
intensity of 12.9% until 2050 is required to limit warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, and
of 8.1% to limit warming to 2°C (PwC, 2021). These stark figures expose the drastic measures that
need to be taken to maintain a 1.5°C target. Moreover, countries’ updated nationally determined
contributions (NDCs) to the Paris Agreement for 2030, if fulfilled, would reduce emissions by just
7.5%, far short of the 30% cut needed for 2°C and 55% for 1.5°C (UNEP, 2021).
From a financial perspective, investment in low-carbon sectors is substantially below the required
level, especially in emerging economies (IEA, 2021b). These figures show an apparent
misalignment between the ‘shared socioeconomic pathways’, 3 such as Net Zero by 2050, and
current policy action. The increased urgency for significant mitigation action strongly indicates a
growing likelihood of a disorderly transition to a low-carbon economy and highlights the relative
significance of transition risks. The rapid adjustment in asset prices from a disorderly transition
may have substantial financial impacts and may lead to a climate Minsky moment (Breeden and
Hauser, 2019).

The sectoral transition and the identification of ‘Climate Policy Relevant Sectors’
Different economic sectors will be exposed to transition risk to different extents, with typically
carbon-intensive sectors necessarily subject to greater exposure. Battiston et al. (2017) have
developed a classification of economic activities to assess these transition risks across different
sectors by defining a set of ‘Climate Policy Relevant Sectors’ (CPRS). Their proposed
methodological classification of sectors takes account of transition risk beyond stranded assets
and includes wider transition considerations. The classification provides a taxonomy of economic
activities that are likely to be affected, either adversely or positively, by a transition to a lowcarbon economy. This methodology captures ‘green risks’ as well as risks arising from carbonintensive activities, offering a holistic risk-based approach.
While transition risk needs to be assessed at the corporate or asset level, a joint top-down and
bottom-up approach would be appropriate to further improve the assessment. The CPRS
methodology can be useful as an initial top-down approach to classify the sectors and companies
that are most relevant for transition risks. However, this initial classification is a precursor to
rather than a substitute for a corporate-level, bottom-up assessment. This is reflective of the
European Central Bank’s suggested approach in its 2019 Financial Stability Report, which states
that sectoral analysis is a useful first approximation but further assessment is required to
ascertain important differences within sectors (Giuzio et al., 2019).

3

‘Shared socioeconomic pathways’ examine possible changes to global society, demographics and economics over the next century
and are used as inputs to climate models and to examine how societal changes might affect emissions (e.g. see Hausfather, 2018).
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Under Battiston et al.’s classification system, Climate Policy Relevant Sectors are divided
into six risk categories:
•

Fossil fuels

•

Utilities

•

Energy-intensive

•

Buildings

•

Transportation

•

Agriculture.

These categories were selected based on three criteria: sectors’ direct and indirect contribution to
greenhouse gas emissions; their relevance for climate policy implementation; and their role in the
energy value chain.
The CPRS classification uses the Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European
Community (NACE) for the identification of the relevant sectors. NACE contains four levels of
granularity, from sector to individual economic activities. The CPRS methodology uses 4-digit
NACE codes to identify transition-sensitive activities. The CPRS classification therefore offers a
suitable framework to identify “financial risk stemming from the (mis)alignment to the climate
and decarbonisation targets of [businesses] and sectors” (Battiston et al., 2017). Furthermore, it
is used in the EU taxonomy for sustainable activities and will likely be used in the UK green
taxonomy. Using the same classification system aids the harmonisation and understanding of
different climate regulations. Here, we do not propose the EU or UK taxonomy as a classification
methodology because it is not concerned with risks to capital or liquidity (Smoleńska and van’t
Klooster, 2021).
It is important to note that the policy impact from incorporating climate risk into prudential
requirements will have a varying effect on transition-sensitive sectors, depending on their
individual financial gearing. 4 Real economy sectors with high debt-to-equity ratios may find a
more than proportional effect on their cost of capital and be more responsive to changes in
prudential regulation than those with lower debt-to-equity. Moreover, taking corporate action to
transition to a low-carbon economy is costly, and therefore supervisors should expect higher
financial gearing from companies exposed to climate risks in the future, which in itself increases
financial instability (Monnin, 2018). Thus, the CPRS categories exposed to higher transition risk,
particularly fossil fuel companies, are likely to be highly geared due to their already substantial
debt financing (ESRB, 2016). Rapid repricing of asset prices could lead to debt repricing and credit
losses, exacerbating the effect on financial stability (Brunnermeier and Schnabel, 2015). Central
banks’ assessment of climate risk ought to reflect this.
The European Central Bank (ECB) and the Österreichische National Bank (OeNB) have conducted
mapping exercises to observe banks’ exposure to transition risk using the CPRS methodology
(Giuzio et al., 2019; Battiston et al., 2020). Both these studies identify bank exposures to
transition-sensitive sectors and reveal substantial exposures for some banks in absolute values.
These studies demonstrate the CPRS methodology’s ability to capture transition risks and provide
a foundation for their use by central banks.

4

Gearing refers to the relationship, or ratio, of a company’s debt-to-equity and therefore measures a company’s financial leverage
by expressing the extent to which a company’s operations are funded by lenders versus shareholders. When the proportion of debtto-equity is great, then a business may be thought of as being highly geared, or highly leveraged.
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Identifying transition risks in the CPRS risk categories
As an exemplifying exercise, this section outlines how the
necessary evidence base for introducing a ‘transition-aligned
Large Exposures framework’ could be created. The analysis
aims to highlight companies’ misalignment with transition
pathways and, therefore, the existence of transition risks at
the (non-financial) corporate level, which underlie banks’
large exposures.
This analysis could provide central banks and supervisors with a
starting point from which to create the necessary evidence
base to justify adjusting their prudential frameworks. However,
it is important to note that these results do not directly explore
the climate risk at the company level but indicate the current
capacity of companies within transition-sensitive sectors to
handle the future challenges of climate change.
The example assessment in this section uses the TPI tool (see
Box 2) and includes 468 companies from different regions
across the globe that are categorised using the CPRS
methodology. The analysis includes companies from outside as
well as within the UK because the UK hosts a global financial
sector, meaning a global perspective is required to assess and
address the potential transition risks. The sector classification
provided by TPI thereby enables the determination of
companies’ CPRS risk category classification and the
assessment of inter- and intra-sectoral transition risks.
Based on a three-fold assessment, it is possible to explore the
potential transition risk across and within different CPRS
categories (agriculture is excluded due to the lack of disclosing
companies from this sector).
Firstly, use of TPI’s Management Quality scoring enables the
assessment of the level and quality of disclosure. Subsequently,
it is possible to observe the ‘carbon performance’ alignment
and decade of alignment – i.e., the decade in which the
company plans to align with one of three benchmarks, either
1.5°C, 2°C, or fulfilling the NDCs, based on its carbon intensity –
to assess the (mis)alignment between companies and climate
target pathways.

Box 2. The Transition
Pathway Initiative (TPI) tool
The Transition Pathway Initiative
(TPI) was established in 2017 to
assess the preparedness of
companies around the world for
the transition to a low-carbon
economy. Using publicly disclosed
information provided by FTSE
Russell, the tool explores
companies’ management of
emissions, climate risks and
opportunities. Moreover, it
evaluates the future carbon
performance of companies,
thereby incorporating the
forward-looking perspective,
which is critical for examining
transition risk.
Using the TPI tool, it is possible to
explore and assess the potential
risk in transition-sensitive sectors
at the business level. However, it
is important to stress that the
instrument could also be subject
to a selection bias because TPI
only includes companies that
disclose against the FTSE Russell,
which may not wholly represent
the sectors.
See www.transitionpathway
initiative.org/.

i) Management of emissions and transition risks/opportunities
Our initial analysis examines the difference in TPI Management Quality ratings between
companies, broken into the different CPRS risk categories (see Figure 3). TPI rates companies’
‘Management Quality’ across five different levels, shown in Table 1. ‘Management Quality’ is
defined as “the quality of companies’ management of their greenhouse gas emissions and of risks
and opportunities related to the low-carbon transition”. 5 An appraisal is conducted, and a
company must fulfil all the criteria in a band to be considered ‘adequate’ and achieve a score
above the threshold for that level. Companies that adequately undertake a strategic assessment
achieve a Level 4 rating, or 4Star for fulfilling all the requirements under level 4.

5

See www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/methodology.
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Table 1. TPI rating scale for assessing ‘Management Quality’
Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

4Star

Unaware of
Climate
Change as a
Business Issue

Acknowledging
Climate Change
as a Business
Issue

Building
Capacity

Integrated into
Operational
Decisionmaking

Strategic
Assessment

Complete
Strategic
Assessment

The results indicate that over 40% of companies in the ‘Fossil Fuel’ and ‘Buildings’ categories are
classified as being at ‘Level 2 – Building Capacity’ or below, indicating that the companies are not
adequately building capacity to understand and assess climate risks. Overall, 141 companies
(30%) score a ‘Level 2’ or below, which highlights the extensive lack of sufficient disclosure of
climate risks.
For each CPRS risk category, the single category containing the most companies is ‘Level 3 –
Integrated into Operational Decision-making’. While reaching this level is a positive initial step, it
does not incorporate the forward-looking perspective imperative to improving management of
emissions and risks.
Only 10 companies in this sample disclose an adequate strategic assessment on climate change,
reaching 4Star. This highlights the widespread scarcity in adequate climate assessments within
these transition-sensitive sectors.
Figure 3. Companies’ TPI Management Quality ratings, organised by Climate Policy
Relevant Sector (CPRS)

Note: Agriculture is excluded due to the lack of disclosing companies from this sector.
Source: Compiled by authors, based on latest assessment by TPI, 2021.

ii) Alignment between disclosure and target pathways
In a second step, the alignment between companies’ disclosed carbon performance and climate
policy target pathways is explored (Figure 4). Here, only 292 companies are included because
forward-looking quantitative targets are not provided for all sectors. Under the TPI methodology,
‘Carbon Performance Alignment’ refers to companies’ carbon intensity measured against industry
benchmarks and whether this aligns with a pathway either to 1.5°C or 2°C or that is consistent
with the emissions reductions pledged by countries as part of the Paris Agreement in the form of
the first set of nationally determined contributions (NDCs) from 2015.
For every CPRS risk category except ‘Utility’, more than half of the companies – and over 80% in
the ‘Fossil Fuel’ and ‘Buildings’ sectors – provide either ‘unsuitable disclosure’ or are not aligned to
any climate policy target. In total, 181 out of 292 companies (62%) either do not offer suitable
disclosure or are unaligned to any climate policy target. However, progress is being made in the
‘Utility’ category, where 66% of companies are aligned to some form of policy target pathway.
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The widespread misalignment between companies and climate policy highlights these sectors’
potential sensitivity to transition drivers and transition risk. Therefore, the future climate policy
developments in these sectors necessary to achieving climate targets will likely have adverse
impacts on these companies, which will translate into financial losses for banks. This is particularly
relevant for the ‘Fossil Fuel’ sector, which is exposed to the highest transition risk category under
the CPRS methodology.
The findings are aligned with the those of the recent report from the Science Based Targets
Initiative (SBTi), which finds that only 20% of 4,215 companies in the G20 and only 6% of
companies in the G13 (i.e. the G20 minus the G7) have climate targets that align with the Paris
Agreement (SBTi, 2021). These findings support those presented here, which show misalignment
between companies and climate policy target pathways. Consequently, companies in the real
economy are exposed to transition risk drivers, which, if materialised, will spill over into the
financial sector through financial institutions’ exposure to non-financial companies.
Figure 4. Companies’ alignment to different climate policy targets, organised by Climate
Policy Relevant Sector (CPRS)

Note: Agriculture excluded, as before.
Source: Compiled by authors, based on latest assessment by TPI, 2021.

iii) Timing for mitigation and pathway-alignment action
Finally, the timing and targeted decade of companies’ planned climate change mitigation and
pathway-alignment action is assessed (Figure 5). This is the decade in which companies plan to
align with a climate policy pathway, based on emissions intensity. Emissions intensity is used by
TPI and enables assessment of a company’s carbon performance against the TPI benchmarks; it
refers to the total emissions over the economic activity or physical production of the company
(Dietz et al., 2019).
Out of the subset of the 111 companies that are aligned to one of the pathways, more than half of
companies in the ‘Fossil Fuel’, ‘Utility’, ‘Buildings’ and ‘Transportation’ categories will become
aligned after 2030. Over 60% of companies within the ‘Fossil Fuel’ and ‘Buildings’ sectors will only
become aligned with a climate policy pathway after 2040.
Forty (36%) of the 111 companies will only become aligned to a policy pathway after 2040.
Therefore, climate policy developments introduced prior to 2040 are likely to negatively affect
these companies. Consequently, the companies may face higher costs and/or lower revenue,
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which would impact their ability to meet their financial obligations. This in turn would create
financial risks for banks and other financial institutions through higher default rates from
struggling companies. The extensive backloading of alignment commitments accentuates the
near-term risk within these ‘transition-sensitive’ sectors.
The need for prudential policy to mitigate these risks to the financial sector in the period 2020–
2030 is evident from this analysis. The point becomes particularly significant when the near-term
target of a 45% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030 to limit warming to 1.5°C is considered (IPCC,
2021). To achieve this target will require ambitious near-term climate policy, which in turn will
impact businesses not aligned to this climate pathway. As the analysis shows, the backloading of
decarbonisation commitments exposes these companies to near-term transition risk and
highlights the urgent need for immediate action. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the analysis
only considers companies with commitments that align to a climate policy pathway, which are
therefore the ‘best-in-class’; many more have not yet aligned at all.
Figure 5. Companies’ disclosed alignment to climate targets and decade of alignment,
organised by Climate Policy Relevant Sector (CPRS)

Note: Agriculture is excluded, as before.
Source: Compiled by authors, based on latest TPI assessment, 2021.

The analysis points towards there being a misalignment between transition drivers and companies
within these sectors, which may translate into financial risks for individual banks as well as the
entire financial sector in the future.

Key findings and summary implications
The three main findings from this example of transition risk analysis are:
1.

A total of 141 companies out of 468 (30%) fail to disclose measures that integrate climate
change into operational decision-making. Only 10 companies (2%) disclose a fully
adequate strategic assessment of climate change that includes the necessary forwardlooking perspective when considering climate risk.

2.

181 out of 292 companies (62%) fail to align their carbon performance with a climate
policy target pathway. The extensive misalignment across CPRS highlights the future
transition risk present within these sectors. This is particularly significant for the ‘Fossil
Fuel’, ‘Buildings’ and ‘Transportation’ categories.
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3.

For the 111 companies with a carbon performance aligned to a climate policy pathway,
36% only plan to become aligned after 2040, with over 50% of companies planning to
align after 2030 in four out of five CPRS risk categories. The backloading of carbon
mitigation action leaves these companies susceptible to transition drivers in the
coming decade.

The possibility of identifying these risks has strong implications for central banks and supervisors
by contributing to creating the evidence base and foundation for the implementation of
prudential policy to reduce the exposure of banks to transition risk arising from transition-relevant
sectors. The build-up of exposure to misaligned non-financial companies within banks’ portfolios,
without sufficient prudential oversight, could lead to the rapid deflation of asset prices and
ultimately to a climate Minsky moment. Misalignment between banks’ portfolio exposure and the
transition pathway announced for the UK financial sector (HM Treasury, 2021c) can serve as
sufficient evidence for material risks (discussed further in Section 5).
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4. Designing a transition-aligned Large Exposures
framework for the Bank of England
Building on the assessment approaches and methodologies discussed in Section 3, central banks
and supervisors would be able to conduct first analyses of transition risks and the related exposure
of financial institutions and the financial system. Any identified materiality of transition risks
would in turn have prudential implications.
This section outlines how the Bank of England could adjust its Large Exposures regulation to
account for the relevant climate transition risks, subject to the establishment of the empirical
evidence base by the central bank itself. While aimed at the Bank of England, the ‘transitionaligned Large Exposures framework’ outlined here is applicable to other central banks and
supervisors as well.

Defining and mitigating conventional Large Exposures
Large Exposures regulation was initially introduced in the UK following the failure of Johnson
Matthey Bankers in 1984 (Chapman et al., 2020). The purpose of the regime is to complement
risk-based capital requirements and banks’ losses in the event of a failure from a single
counterparty. The Bank of England’s current Large Exposures framework is part of the Capital
Requirements Regulation (CRR), which is based on the Basel Standards (BIS, 2014). Under this
framework, banks are not permitted to have exposures to a single counterparty or group of
connected counterparties (GCC) that exceeds 25% of its eligible capital – hence the 25% of
eligible capital proposed for a ‘soft’ limit.
Global Systemically Important Financial Institutions (G-SIFIs or G-SIBs – Global Systemically
Important Banks) are subject to a more stringent limit of 15% of eligible capital for exposures to
other G-SIBs. In this context, large exposures are defined as the aggregate exposures to a single
counterparty (or group of connected counterparties) that exceed 10% of banks’ eligible capital or
a monetary value above €300m, gross (PRA, 2022a); see Box 3. NACE codes are already reported
to classify the counterparty industry, but without the requirement for specific granularity.

Box 3. Groups of connected counterparties (GCCs) and economic interdependence
Under the Large Exposures framework, there are two conditions that define a group of connected
counterparties (BIS, 2014; Chapman et al., 2020):
1.

A control relationship, where one counterparty has direct/indirect control over the other; and

2.

Economic interdependence, where if one counterparty encounters financial difficulties, the
other would also encounter financial difficulties as a result.

The second condition may relate to companies that are economically interdependent based on
climate transition risk drivers. For example, car manufacturers and suppliers to car manufacturers are
exposed to the same transition risks regarding technological advances, climate policy and consumer
preferences. Therefore, there is an argument to aggregate these exposures if the shared transition
risks are seen to be idiosyncratic.
The condition could enable the inclusion of exposures that are considered material but not defined as
‘large’ (especially for large banks), based on economic interdependence and exposure to shared
transition risks.
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A transition-aligned Large Exposures framework
Identifying the exposure of banks to Climate Policy Relevant Sectors
In a first step, banks would have to identify their exposure to the relevant CPRS (see Section 3).
Currently in the BoE’s Large Exposures reporting, NACE codes are only included as a non-blocking
validation rule, enabling banks to submit either their large exposure returns without NACE codes
or just a sector NACE code for each large exposure. This has implications for using the CPRS
methodology to map exposures to transition-sensitive activities. The proposed CPRS methodology
relies on 4-digit NACE codes to determine the different risk categories. The BoE would have to
strengthen the reporting requirements to be able to accurately map large exposures to transitionsensitive sectors.
Figure 6. Example of the mismatch between NACE reporting requirements and the reporting
needed to enable the identification of CPRS
Company name

Sector

Reported NACE
code

Economic
activity

4-digit NACE
code

X

Mining and
quarrying

B

Extraction of
peat

B8.92

Current reported large exposures

Reporting needed for CPRS methodology

If a bank only reports the NACE-sector code, as shown in Figure 6, it is not possible to determine
whether it should be classified under either Fossil Fuels, Energy-intensive, or as a non-CPRS
exposure. Under current reporting standards, it is therefore not possible to accurately determine a
bank’s exposure to transition-sensitive activities using CPRS. Adjustments to the Large Exposures
reporting framework regarding NACE are thus a prerequisite to including climate transition risk.
Moreover, it is difficult to identify non-financial companies that are conglomerates under a single
4-digit NACE code. Consequently, thresholds need to be conceived to establish if an economic
activity is substantial or significant in the context of the company’s overall activities, and
therefore if it can be classified under that economic activity. This is particularly important for
companies whose activities fall partially under the CPRS methodology for determining their
classification.
Establishing a ‘soft’ large exposures limit
Building on a comprehensive (CPRS and NACE code-based) financial risk and exposure
assessment, as exemplified in the previous section, financial institutions’ large exposures could be
assessed to gauge the exposure to transition risk. Under the BoE’s Large Exposures framework,
individual banks could be subjected to a ‘soft’ Large Exposures limit where their aggregated
exposure to CPRS must be equivalent to or below 25% of their eligible capital. If banks exceed this
soft limit, they could be asked to engage in additional disclosure requirements. The disclosure
would provide details on their risk management of the relevant transition risk and justify the
concentration of their exposure to the relevant ‘high-risk’ sectors.
Figure 7 illustrates the proposed ‘soft limit’ for a bank’s reported large exposures. In this scenario,
the bank has exceeded the soft limit of 25% and would therefore be subjected by the BoE to
additional disclosure requirements.
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Figure 7. Stylised example of a bank breaching the soft 25% limit for large exposures

‘Soft’ LE limit
equal to 25% of
the bank’s eligible
capital

Represents aggregate
large exposures to
CPRS by risk category

Source: Compiled by authors

The proposed soft limit reflects the European Banking Authority’s (EBA) guidelines on exposure to
shadow banking entities (EBA, 2016), with which the BoE still expects banks to attempt to comply
(PRA, 2022b). Under these guidelines banks are asked to identify their individual exposures to
shadow banking entities and the potential related risks, and are tasked to set limits on their
exposures to shadow banking entities. If banks fail to comply with the guidelines or cannot
achieve effective oversight, their aggregate exposures to shadow banking entities are subject to
the typical limits on large exposures (EBA, 2016).
The proposed soft limit reflects the approach of the guidelines on shadow banking entities.
However, the proposal would envision the soft limit to be determined by the BoE rather than
internally by banks. Additionally, exceeding the limit would subject banks to additional disclosure
requirements, which may lead to supervisory sanctions if requirements are not met, rather than
to a conventional, hard large exposures limit.
A benefit of this proposed approach is that from a microprudential perspective a ‘soft’ large
exposures limit would identify the banks with the greatest potential exposure to transition risk for
their level of eligible capital. The advantage of using a ‘soft’ limit is that it avoids burdensome
reporting for banks that are not exposed to transition-sensitive sectors, while capturing the banks
with material transition-related financial risks. This approach would enable the BoE to be mindful
of the trade-off between financial stability and the Financial Policy Committee’s secondary
objective, namely promoting competition within the financial sector. Therefore, the BoE needs to
implement a policy that balances mitigating the risk of climate change with the burden of
reporting, particularly for smaller banks with less capacity to report the risks. However, this
should not be at the expense of ensuring the financial stability of the sector or the resilience of
individual banks.
The initial regulatory reporting of banks’ large exposures to CPRS could also be used by the BoE to
inform its macroprudential policy. By aggregating all large exposures to CPRS, the BoE would be
able to observe the banking sector’s overall exposure to different transition-sensitive sectors. This
would be important to understanding the potential systemic risk to financial stability posed by the
aggregate misalignment with a given climate transition scenario. Moreover, the BoE could use the
macroprudential perspective to monitor the total exposures to an individual counterparty by
different banks. This would enable the monitoring of the overall impact of the failure of one
counterparty to financial stability.
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Implementing additional disclosure requirements if the ‘soft’ limit is exceeded
Under this proposal, if a bank exceeded the proposed ‘soft’ limit of 25%, it would be subjected by
the BoE to additional disclosure requirements. Banks could be required to create and disclose their
own climate strategy extending to 2050, based on three primary components:
1. The identification of exposure to main climate-related risks or scenarios
2. The projection of portfolio exposure alignment to climate policy targets using scenario
analysis
3. A forward-looking strategy to mitigate risks and align portfolio exposure
The climate disclosure requirements would extend beyond the guidance on climate change set out
in the BoE’s Supervisory Statement SS3/19 (PRA, 2019), assessing both the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of climate risk, over a longer time horizon. These climate disclosure
requirements reflect the proposal set out by Frank Elderson in his speech on mandatory transition
plans (Elderson, 2021). The requirements would be used within the supervisory assessment and
could be used to alter capital requirements under Pillar 2b.
The BoE could focus primarily on two aspects to assess banks’ transition strategies: first, the
absolute monetary exposure to different transition-sensitive sectors and the portfolio alignment
to NGFS climate scenario pathways; and second, the risk management and governance practices
implemented to consider the climate risk attached to these exposures. The first aspect is to
establish the materiality and indicate the significance of the transition risks within the portfolio.
The second aspect would enable the BoE to overcome the challenge of measuring the financial
value of climate risk, by examining whether a bank’s policies mitigate these transition risks.
While acknowledging the overall time horizon of the transition, the supervisory assessment would
be concerned primarily with risks likely to occur in the next three to five years. For example, green
risks are likely to occur within this timeframe because it will be necessary to transition ‘into’ lowcarbon technologies before it is possible transition ‘out of’ carbon-intensive activities (Dees et al.,
forthcoming). Longer time horizons are necessary to assess banks’ forward-looking strategic plans
and to ensure they will be capable of tackling the risks that will arise over the course of the
transition to a net-zero economy.
In the first component of the disclosure, the BoE could require banks to identify the future
climate-transition risks to which they are most exposed, based on current exposures. This would
enhance the understanding by banks of the conditions and sectors that are most at risk and
exposed to transition drivers. In the second component, banks would be required to use the NGFS
or similar scenarios to determine the conditions under which they would face the greatest adverse
impact on their portfolio through stress testing.
Moreover, due to the inherent uncertainty, the BoE could consider additionally including a
climate-related reverse stress test to complement the traditional climate stress test, for banks
whose failure has profound implications for financial stability. A reverse stress test requires banks
to identify the scenario in which the bank is no longer able to continue business activities (PRA,
2021c). The reverse stress test could be compared against banks’ stress tests using the NGFS
scenarios to assess the possibility of bank failure.
In the final component, banks would be required to state their current risk management
processes and governance to monitor and assess climate and environmental risks. Where banks
are not aligned to climate policy targets, they could be asked to develop operational changes for
the alignment of their portfolio exposure and to propose these to the supervisor.
The predominant focus would be on the climate transition-related disclosure of the underlying
companies reflected in the asset and therefore banks’ portfolio exposure. The data of companies’
future quantitative emissions targets and transition pathways are crucial to assessing the
transition risk for banks, due to the potential misalignment between companies’ actions and
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transition drivers. Considering the underlying companies’ transition pathways would enable the
transition risk to be examined at a business level and expose intra-industry differences.
Operationally, the most appropriate avenue for the BoE’s microprudential policy could be to focus
on banks’ climate-risk management and underlying companies’ transition pathways. This is the
case because climate risk cannot be quantitatively assessed accurately at an asset level due to
the radical uncertainty (Chenet et al., 2021; Kedward et al., 2020) and non-linearity of these risks.
Therefore, a precautionary approach should be adopted when assessing these risks (ibid.). Due to
the heterogeneity of transition risk, effective disclosure practices would have to consider the
sector, region and jurisdiction of the counterparty. Moreover, the disclosure should include all
relevant types of risks, including green risks and, where possible, rely on forward-looking
quantitative metrics. 6
Finally, the BoE would require banks to submit an updated climate strategy disclosure every time
the ‘soft’ large exposures limit is breached. Banks would be accountable if current exposures do
not align with previously submitted climate strategy. From the supervisory assessment of this
disclosure, the BoE could enforce restrictions on banks that do not adequately manage their
exposure to climate-related risks. Initially, supervisors could require banks’ senior managers to
attend an independent climate awareness course to increase their understanding of climaterelated risks. The NGFS suggests a variety of measures for supervisors if they find an institution’s
climate-related factors excessively high, including risk mitigation tools in the form of guarantees,
limiting, or prohibiting certain categories of activities, and requiring business model adjustments
within a longer-term perspective (NGFS, 2020a). These requirements are most appropriate for
banks with inadequate corporate planning and risk management processes for assessing climate
risk over the course of the transition.
Banks that persistently fail to publish adequate disclosures, with exposures that pose a significant
threat to their resilience due to the climate risk, may be required to hold additional capital.
However, the use of capital should be restricted to only banks with significant exposure to nearterm climate risks and inadequate risk management processes in place. This capital ‘surcharge’
could be implemented through the Pillar 2b PRA buffer framework.

6

See Appendix for more information on consideration of the sector, region and jurisdiction of the counterparty, and potential
disclosure characteristics.
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5. Implications and policy challenges
Building on a risk exposure analysis that could follow along the lines of the exemplifying analysis in
Section 3, this section discusses the implications and challenges for the implementation of a
transition-aligned Large Exposures framework relating to disclosure regimes, risk management
approaches and the way in which a net-zero transition is priced in the market. While these policy
challenges are framed in the UK context for the Bank of England, they are widely applicable
outside the UK.

Rationale for using the Large Exposures framework
To create effective climate policy, the financial impact from transition risks needs to be balanced
against the policy impact and cost. There is a necessary trade-off between prudential rigour to
mitigate risk and the burdensomeness of the policy requirements.
There are two aspects that need to be considered regarding policy impact.
First, for banks, while climate change may pose significant risks to the financial sector, the
transition risk will vary between banks due to their different sectoral and regional exposure, given
differing stringency in climate policy. Moreover, larger banks will have a greater capacity than
small banks to monitor and report on transition risks, in the face of the data-intensive nature of
climate risk. Therefore, climate prudential regulation ought to account for these considerations.
This directly relates to the secondary objective of the Financial Policy Committee: to maintain
effective competition within the banking sector (HM Treasury, 2021a). Implementing blanket
climate prudential policy for all banks might be overly burdensome for smaller banks with limited
transition risk exposure, and therefore undermine this secondary objective.
Second, for the real economy, the data-related requirements for adequate climate risk disclosure
may be particularly onerous for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) within transitionsensitive sectors. The disclosure requirement heavily relies on the forward-looking climate strategy
and quantitative targets of the underlying companies. If all exposures are included, SMEs in
transition-sensitive sectors might be unable to produce the necessary climate disclosure.
Consequently, the policy may have the unintended impacts of raising the cost of capital for SMEs,
increasing financial exclusion for these companies, and undermining a ‘just transition’.
Therefore, effective prudential policy must adequately mitigate the risks while considering the
proportionality of impact. From a financial stability perspective, the Large Exposures framework is
selected for the following reasons:
• Conventional large exposures have potential implications for financial stability (hence
Large Exposures regulation). Therefore, large exposures with unobserved climate risk pose
a substantially greater threat to financial stability. As noted by the ECB, large exposures
are potentially the most important exposures in terms of concentration and systemic
impact with regard to transition risk (Giuzio et al., 2019).
• The sectors considered under the proposed policy adjustment are typically concentrated
with a small number of large companies that comprise most of the market share of
emissions (see Appendix). Hence, it is assumed exposures to these companies are
typically sufficient in size to be included within the Large Exposures reporting framework.
Material exposures to transition-sensitive sectors that are not defined as large but are still
considered substantial in size could also be included through the second condition for
groups of connected counterparties (GCCs) (see Box 3).
Large exposures are used in the European Central Bank’s assessment of transition risk in its 2019
Financial Stability Report (Guizio et al., 2019). While further prudential measures, with a scope
beyond large exposures, may be required in the future, these exposures present the greatest
threat to the resilience of individual banks, and are therefore an appropriate starting point for
climate risk assessments.
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Addressing the environmental risk challenges
The transition-aligned Large Exposures framework proposed in this report would address several of
the environmental risk-related challenges by enabling the Bank of England to begin incorporating
transition risk into the prudential regime. The joint top-down and bottom-up approach would
enable companies’ risk to be assessed individually and accounts for intra-industry differences.
It is important to note that the proposal relies in part on the disclosure practice and requirement
from underlying non-financial companies, which enables transition risk to be more accurately
identified. The success of this policy is highly dependent on sector-wide climate-related disclosure
of companies. Without this disclosure from the underlying non-financial companies, the disclosure
requirement is mainly irrelevant because the data availability is greatly reduced. However, several
recent announcements help mitigate this issue: the mandatory disclosure upcoming in 2025 from
the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) for large companies (HM Treasury,
2020) and mandatory transition plans for large companies and financial institutions (HM
Treasury, 2021c) could help improve the data availability for climate-related disclosure. Moreover,
by incorporating climate-related data collection into the assessment of banks’ transition risk,
supervisors can overcome these issues.
The main challenges and how they can be addressed are described below.
Limitations to quantifying climate risk
There are considerable limitations to the quantitative determination of climate-related risk, which
has previously hindered attempts to incorporate the risk into the prudential regime. However, the
proposed approach would be a first step to overcoming this challenge, as it would lead a twin
approach to a focus on the risk management behaviour of banks and their aggregate exposure to
transition-sensitive sectors instead of the quantitative risk value in each exposure. This twin
approach could be utilised to integrate transition risk into capital requirements similarly to the
Prudential Regulatory Authority’s risk management buffer assessment. The PRA risk management
buffer is set based on three assessments: the ‘stress’ impact – an assessment of capital required
to withstand a severe stress scenario; ‘risk management and governance’ processes – an
assessment of whether firms have risk management and governance weaknesses; and
‘supervisory judgement’ – a supervisory assessment of any additional information (PRA, 2021b).
The scenario analysis of banks’ climate transition exposure enables supervisors to assess the
capital required to withstand a severe climate scenario. The risk management and governance
criteria in the additional disclosure succinctly aligns with the second criteria for the PRA buffer.
Therefore, financial supervisors would be able to integrate transition risk into capital requirements
similarly to their current calculation of the PRA risk management buffer.
Lack of long-term planning
The lack of long-term forward-looking planning has been previously highlighted as a key
shortcoming that hinders the assessment of transition risk (Aglietta, 2021; Carney, 2015). The
proposed approach would contribute to addressing this by requiring banks to create a long-term
mitigation strategy for their portfolio exposure based on their exposures to underlying companies
if a soft Large Exposures limit is exceeded. The proposed policy encourages banks to make
business decisions based on a longer time horizon and to incorporate the relevant transition risks.
The assessment of the PRA buffer would need to be altered as well to account for this extending
time horizon if capital additions were to be implemented. Furthermore, the requirement to
disclose such information would incentivise banks to gather the relevant climate-related data
from their exposed non-financial counterparties, which would help reduce the current data gaps.
The policy shifts the burden of collecting the data onto the banks as part of their risk
management assessment, which enables supervisors such as the BoE to assess banks’ transition
risk through their risk management practices rather than relying on incomplete data.
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Assessing and mitigating environmental risks
Assessing and mitigating environmental risks is challenging because they are subject to
uncertainty and fat-tailed distributions. The proposed large exposures adjustment could offer a
first step towards incorporating transition risk because it focuses exclusively on a risk-based
approach and can assess the risk from both a micro- and macroprudential perspective. This
approach ensures banks identify the risks to which their portfolios are most vulnerable, determine
the potential transition path scenarios based on their findings, and adequately incorporate
transition risk into their business operations. Moreover, compelling banks to identify their most
significant climate-related risks also obliges them to account for the uncertainty in these risks and
their fat-tailed distributions with respect to their own portfolio.
Incorporating ‘green’ risks
An additional challenging dimension of environmental risk are so-called ‘green risks’ that
specifically affect typically ‘green’ sectors and technologies. It could be argued that including
green risks in the analysis undermines the low-carbon transition by dissuading banks from lending
to green sectors if the policy includes them because of the costs associated with the disclosure
requirement. Fundamentally, however, some risks may impact ‘green’ activities in the future, and
due to the scope of climate-related risks, the policy should include these risks. Exclusion of these
risks would undermine the prudential regime’s ability to ensure financial resilience. Moreover, if
unchecked, these risks may materialise in the future and undermine investor confidence in green
sectors, hampering the transition. Therefore, banks’ disclosure must consider these risks. The ECB
has already explicitly included green risks within its climate stress test methodology (ECB, 2021b).
Financial supervisors and their role in determining transition risks
The threat and materialisation of transition risk is highly dependent on the implementation of
climate policy, which speaks to the endogeneity in transition risk. Therefore, it would be important
to consider the Bank of England’s role in potentially causing transition risk as well as in identifying,
monitoring and mitigating risks to the resilience of the UK financial system (HM Treasury, 2021a).
While BoE policy may impact the realisation of transition risks, its inaction would not necessarily
prevent the materialisation of transition risks, which are primarily caused by government
legislation and climate policy. In this context, prudential policy could be introduced in a fashion
minimising its own contribution to causing material transition risks and instead focus on
mitigating the transition risks caused by central government legislation.
For example, the UK government has introduced legally binding carbon budgets with a net-zero
by 2050 target (UK Government, 2019) and has committed to publishing a transition pathway for
the UK financial sector to reach net-zero by 2050 (HM Treasury, 2021c). The financial supervisors
could use clear policy signals like these as a basis for assessing transition risks in the UK. While the
credibility of the UK government’s climate policy may be called into question to justify central
bank inaction, it would implicitly create a conflict with the Financial Policy Committee’s
secondary objective to support the Government’s economic policy. For international exposures
and to be prudent, supervisors should assume the announced climate policy to be the expected
pathway for the region, unless there is clear evidence to support alternative assumptions.
Limitations to the approach itself
Finally, it is important to highlight two limitations of the proposed approach. First, and similar to
other climate risk assessment frameworks, such as the NGFS climate reference scenarios, the
analysis and incorporation of the transition risk dimension of environmental risks is the primary
focus. The proposed policy concentrates on transition risk for banks while the approach is less
well-suited to incorporating physical risks that are expected to have considerable impacts on the
real economy, particularly in regions more exposed to extreme weather events. The impacts of
physical risks are likely to affect all bank exposures, regardless of size. Therefore, limiting the
scope of physical risk to large exposures is an inappropriate course of action. Hence, the soft
Large Exposures limit policy should be implemented in conjunction with other climate-related
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policies that have a more in-depth focus on the physical and liability elements of climate-related
financial risk.
Second, while the policy only focuses on large exposures, as opposed to all exposures, it should be
viewed as a starting point for integrating transition risk into the prudential regime. It is necessary
to start with the exposures that pose the greatest threat to the financial resilience of individual
banks as well as the financial stability of the UK banking sector.

Introducing a ‘soft’ versus a ‘hard’ exposure limit
The proposed transition-aligned Large Exposures framework focuses on a ‘soft limit’ for large
exposures to transition-sensitive activities, which, if breached, would trigger an additional
climate-related disclosure requirement for banks. However, a more rigorous approach that
focuses on a ‘hard’ exposure limit, with a capital charge comparable to a ‘dirty penalising factor’,
previously proposed for exposures to carbon-intensive companies (D’Orazio and Popoyan, 2019),
could also be discussed. Arguably, this approach would enable a more robust regime, with a
greater deterrent for banks to inadequately manage their transition risk. However, there are
several reasons why the ‘soft’ limit approach could be preferable for the Bank of England and
other supervisors.
In recognising that climate policy is one of the primary drivers for transition risk, it is necessary to
consider the consequences of the climate policy in question and its potential impact on the real
economy. The introduction of the policy might be ‘too sudden’ an approach and generate a
disorderly low-carbon transition. A ‘hard limit’ may force banks to sell-off their carbon-intensive
assets over a short time, devaluing assets, which could in turn increase financial instability
through a fire sale. This could potentially also lead to carbon-intensive ‘bubbles’ building up
outside the regulated banking sector.
Any hard limit may hinder carbon-intensive companies’ ability to transition to a low-carbon
company by increasing their cost of capital. This would reduce the speed of a low-carbon
transition and may increase the likelihood of a disorderly scenario. A disorderly scenario is likely to
broaden the scope of businesses and assets affected by the transition. Furthermore, the increased
cost for businesses may reduce their ability to repay their debts (Campiglio and Van der Ploeg,
2021), and therefore forcibly reducing banks’ exposure to particular economic sectors might
increase transition risk to the overall economy. However, this could be partially offset if
companies raise finance through alternative avenues, such as green bonds, which typically offer a
lower cost of capital due to their so-called ‘greenium’ (a premium for green bonds) (Agliardi and
Agliardi, 2021).
Furthermore, a ‘hard’ limit would be solely based on banks’ current exposures to transitionsensitive sectors. This approach ignores the distinct characteristics of climate-related financial
risk, which the disclosure requirement assesses under the current approach. Without this
additional assessment, it is not possible to distinguish the intra-industry differences in transition
risk; nor is it possible to size the climate risks concerning these characteristics. Moreover, a ‘hard
limit’ would attach the capital charge to specific exposures instead of banks’ risk management,
whose risk differential cannot be defined in quantitative terms (as shown in a study by NGFS,
2020b).
The proposed ‘soft’ limit approach can be understood as a principles-based method with flexibility
and proportionality in assessing transition risk. This more delicate approach encompasses the
characteristics of climate risk in the disclosure requirement and accurately incorporates transition
risk into the prudential regime without inducing the risk to materialise. Thus, a ‘soft’ limit would
be a more appropriate avenue for mitigating transition risk in the financial sector. The possibility
of a ‘hard limit’ could be considered in the future if the proposed soft limit is insufficient to ensure
banks implement effective risk management processes to mitigate transition risks. However, this
would be contingent on greater availability of transition-related data to implement a risk-based
approach and the ability to assess the risks in quantitative terms.
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6. Next steps and recommendations
This report’s exploratory analysis of transition risk shows how the relevant sectors are greatly
misaligned to current climate policy targets and possess inadequate ambition to meet these
targets in the future. These sectors will thus be susceptible to transition drivers over the coming
decade. There is a strong case for the alignment of prudential instruments to further the
assessment, mitigation and reduction of these transition risks.
Activating the transition-aligned Large Exposures framework proposed here could overcome the
current challenges for financial supervisors and incorporate transition risk into the prudential
regime, from both a macro and a micro perspective. The proposed policy identifies transitionsensitive exposures and assesses the risk at the company level with a complementary disclosure
regime. Activating the policy would ensure transition risk were adequately incorporated into the
prudential regime with a ‘soft’ large exposures limit by adopting a risk-based approach.

Next steps and calibration of a transition-aligned Large Exposures framework
Based on the exposure assessment analysis and the outline of the proposed policy change, several
next steps for the Bank of England as well as for other supervisors could emerge:
1. It is essential to improve the understanding of the exposure of the banking sector as
well as the real economy to climate-related transition risks.
•

The materiality of transition risk to the UK financial sector should be measured, as a
prerequisite to the implementation of a transition-aligned Large Exposures framework.
A Bank of England assessment, similar to the European Central Bank’s 2019 Financial
Stability Report, is necessary to determine the banking sector’s exposure to transitionsensitive sectors.

•

Companies will incur costs in the transition to a net-zero economy. It is necessary to
understand the cost of transition for different Climate Policy Relevant Sectors to assess
policy impact and potential policy-induced transition risk.

•

Banks may have substantial exposure to counterparties in Climate Policy Relevant
Sectors in exposures that are not defined as large. The Bank of England should assess
the materiality of transition risk within these ‘non-large’ exposures to determine
whether further policy action beyond the Large Exposures framework is necessary.

2. The proposed transition risk-aligned calibration could be implemented as a second
step, to establish an effective transition-aligned Large Exposures framework.
•

The quality of NACE reporting within the Large Exposures framework needs to be
improved by financial institutions. Four-digit NACE codes are necessary for the
accurate identification of CPRS exposures. The reporting of NACE codes needs to be
changed within the Large Exposures framework to become a ‘blocking validation rule’.
This would require banks to submit a NACE code for each large exposure reported.

•

The nature, size and complexity of transition risks vary, depending on the sector of
origin. Therefore, the hiring of ‘sector experts’ within the Prudential Regulation
Authority is fundamental to the understanding and adequate assessment of
transition risks.

3. A framework should be established to formalise the consequences for inadequate
disclosure or risk management of banks’ climate-related large exposures, as a
final step.
•

Supervisors initially could require senior employees from the bank to attend an
independent climate awareness course. This tool could be most appropriate for a ‘firsttime offence’ to address a potential knowledge gap.
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•

Further to this, supervisors may demand changes within senior management or
composition of the board, place limits on capital distributions, and use other similar
measures. This course of action could be envisaged for banks that repeatedly
mismanage their climate-related exposure.

•

Where greater impact is necessary, supervisors could impose a capital surcharge for
consistent inadequate management and disclosure of climate-related risks. The capital
surcharge could be incorporated into the PRA’s risk management buffer. This avenue
would focus more on the bank’s risk management practices, which suits the overall
framing of the policy.

Policy action beyond a risk-based approach
This report has adopted a risk-sensitive approach to incorporating climate considerations into the
prudential regime because the primary purpose is to ensure financial stability. Therefore, any
climate-related prudential policy should exclusively consider climate risk; otherwise, it is
inappropriate for the purpose for which it is designed. A promotional approach to prudential
policies risks undermining the prudential regime and financial stability of the banking sector.
However, to ensure the transition to a low-carbon economy, a risk approach alone is insufficient.
Further action by central banks as monetary policy authorities is necessary to achieving a lowcarbon economy in the limited timeframe available to limit warming in line with the
Paris Agreement.
Based on its updated remit letter, and to fulfil its mandate, the Bank of England could have to
play a role in employing policies to support the scaling-up of activities that will enable the netzero transition. However, for now, this discussion primarily relates to the BoE’s monetary policy
operations, the objective for which has been updated in the context of the net-zero transition
through the aforementioned Monetary Policy Committee remit letter. The BoE has already started
to respond to the updated remit with changes to its Corporate Bond Purchasing Scheme (CBPS)
to include green criteria (BoE, 2021). In the monetary policy context, ‘green criteria’ have been
proposed for collateral requirements (Dafermos et al., 2021) and central bank portfolios.
Additionally, direct monetary instruments could be employed during future crises. Similar to the
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) introduced during the COVID-19 crisis
(British Business Bank, 2020), government-backed loans could be introduced to priority green
sectors. In the period of the decarbonisation pathway from now until 2050, there is a high
likelihood of further crises occurring. These crises might undermine the speed and scope of the
UK’s transition to net-zero, particularly for nascent green sectors. Providing government-backed
loans can support these sectors and ensure crises do not hinder the pace of the transition.
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Appendix
1. Green risks and transition pathway risk
‘Climate-related’ green risks: a case study of critical minerals
Risks to green sectors might be born from the pressures of a global low-carbon transition. An
example of this is the critical minerals sector. As highlighted by the International Energy Agency
rapid deployment of clean energy technologies is likely to cause an increase in demand for
minerals (IEA 2021a).
In the case of lithium-ion batteries, overall costs have reduced by 90% over the past decade,
which means the raw materials account for between 50 and 70% of the cost. This makes them
very sensitive to changes in the price of raw materials (ibid.). High geographical concentration of
mining and processing makes them highly exposed to climate risks. Further issues include long
project development lead times: the IEA’s analysis suggests that it has taken on average over 16
years to move mining projects from discovery to first production. The IEA says: “These long lead
times raise questions about the ability of suppliers to ramp up output if demand were to pick up
rapidly. If companies wait for deficits to emerge before committing to new projects this could
lead to a prolonged period of market tightness and price volatility” (ibid.). In terms of resources
concerns relate to quality rather than quantity. The IEA says: “In recent years ore quality has
continued to fall across a range of commodities. For example the average copper ore grade in
Chile declined by 30% over the past 15 years. Extracting metal content from lower-grade ores
requires more energy exerting upward pressure on production costs greenhouse gas emissions and
waste volumes” (ibid.).
Transition pathway risk
At the 2021 Green Swan Conference, Timo Löyttyniemi, CEO of Finland’s State Pension Fund, was
a speaker on ‘Panel G: How should financial stability regulation and supervision be considered in
the context of increasing climate-related risks?’. He outlined ‘transition pathway risk’ and how it
may affect financial assets. Given the uncertainty in the transition pathway to a low-carbon
economy, there might be mistakes along the pathway, due to future uncertainty, which cannot
be known a priori. Mr Löyttyniemi outlined four potential sources of transition pathway risk:
1. Investment risks in new tech/investments (winners and losers in new technological
developments).
2. Risks in policy mitigation – governments make changes in policy and are not always
consistent, e.g. granting subsidies for fossil fuels.
3. Discounted pricing risk – markets might misprice future risks, e.g. in an IT boom. There
are certain additional risks from market pricing, especially for equities.
4. Metric risks – there are various carbon intensity measures and it can be difficult to
choose the most appropriate.

2. Non-financial companies’ market share for carbon-intensive sectors
Many of the economic sectors of concern contain a small concentrated number of businesses that
have a dominant percentage of the market share. Reports by the Science Based Targest Initiative
(SBTi) and the Climate Disclosure Project (CDP) have identified a substantial proportion of
emissions to be attributed to a small subset of global companies. Across the G7 SBTi finds that
10% of companies are responsible for at least 48% of all indexed emissions (SBTi 2021). CDP’s
report identifies that 100 companies are responsible for over 70% of carbon dioxide and methane
emissions (CDP 2017).
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3. Country-level transition risk
Countries have differing timescales for transitioning to a low-carbon economy as well as distinct
exposure to both transition and physical climate risk. This needs to be accounted for in banks’
climate-related disclosure. Figure A2 shows the ‘carbon transition scores’, as rated by Bloomberg
Terminals for 25 countries (Bloomberg Terminals, 2021).
Figure A2. Carbon transition scores for 25 countries
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Note: Bloomberg’s carbon tranisiton scores indicate countries’ preparedness and ability for the transition to
a low-carbon economy. The higher scores indicate a greater level of preparedness out of 0 to 10.
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4. Disclosure attributes based on climate-related transition risk characteristics
Below we outline disclosure characteristics that banks ought to include in their climate-realted
disclosure, based on the risk characteristic present in climate risk.
Risk characteristic

Disclosure characteristics

Non-linearity

•
•

Cannot overly rely on historical data for future pathway.
Qualitative measures alongside quantitative exposures are
necessary to identify and manage risk.

•

Require banks to proactively estimate the future risks to
portfolios based on current exposures.
Includes an assessment of current policy technology and
consumer preferences as well as future developments.
Require banks to justify current exposures and the
assumptions about future developments of risk using
scenario analysis.
The disclosure should include different time horizons (5, 10
and 30 years) to account for short- and long-term
materialisation of climate-related risks.

•
•
Forward-looking
•

•
Breadth and scope of
impact transmission
channels

•
•
•
•

Deep uncertainty

•
•

Endogeneity

Require banks to examine exposures across their entire
portfolio not just in sectors most affected by the transition.
Banks must identify channels through which the risk may
transmit and the potential contagion between assets.
Employ the ‘look-though’ approach to identify similar
exposure to climate-related risks in the supply chains of
different assets.
Must consider regional differences in climate-related
transition risk.
Ensure banks employ a precautionary approach when
examining climate-related risk.
Banks need to consider transition pathway risk and green
risks.
Double materiality ought to be considered to the extent
that financed emissions through new exposures may cause
exacerbated future physical risks.
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